Family Fun~Dinner with a Twist
Need some fun during your family meal? Look no further. Here are a few
family fun dinner times that create memories for a lifetime! #foodfight
GIANT HAMBURGER AND TOTS
Use 2 pounds of beef and make a giant
hamburger. Cook it and put it on a giant
Hawaiian Roll with tater tots all around it.

SPAGHETTI SMORGASBORD
Put a new plastic tablecloth on the table. Make
spaghetti sauce, noodles and bread. Put a big
pile of noodles on the tablecloth in the middle of
the table and pour sauce on it. Let the family dig

RED VALENTINES DAY
On Valentine’s Day (any holiday with a color),

in! It’s a mess, but it is fun!

serve only food in that color. Mix it up by giving

DIRT AND FLOWER

the menu items a different name than the food

Get a flower pot type bowl and put chocolate

you will serve. For example, you serve red

pudding in it. Crush Oreos on top to make ‘dirt’

licorice candy and cherry tomatoes. You call it

and put a few gummy worms in there for fun.

Jiggly Twists and Clown Noses!

Top it with a fake flower and you have a crazy
delicious dessert for after dinner.

TACO TUESDAY

BACKWARDS DAY

Make the taco items and put them on the table

It’s simple and fun; eat dessert first or have

like a big buffet. Let the family make their own

breakfast at dinner! Or sit backwards at the

and enjoy! #NoPlatesAllowed

table, dress backwards, and eat your whole

SURPRISE PLATE
Take your meal (leftover and rightunders

meal backwards.

RIGHTUNDERS

included) and put it on several plates, making

In my home we called day two of the same

each plate different. Put tinfoil and a bag

food “leftovers.” The next day was

around it, and let the family choose a plate.

“rightunders.” Use your leftovers and give it a

They have to eat what they end up with, but

new name and purpose.

trading is allowed too.
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